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In this paper, we investigate the problem of classifying objects which
are given by feature vectors with Boolean entries. Our aim is to
‘‘(efficiently) learn probably almost optimal classifications’’ from
examples. A classical approach in pattern recognition uses empirical
estimations of the Bayesian discriminant functions for this purpose. We
analyze this approach for different classes of distribution functions of
Boolean features: k th order BahadurLazarsfeld expansions and k th
order Chow expansions. In both cases, we obtain upper bounds for
the required sample size which are small polynomials in the relevant
parameters and which match the lower bounds known for these classes.
Moreover, the learning algorithms are efficient. ] 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We deal with classification problems of the following
kind. There are a feature space X, a state space Y, and a
distribution D on X_Y. The objective is guessing with
minimum error rate the underlying state if we observe an
object with feature vector x # X. If the distribution D is
known, then Bayes decision theory gives a constructive
answer, how to achieve the minimum error rate: Choose the
state y # Y with maximum a posteriori probability D[ y | x].
For a more detailed introduction into Bayes decision theory
and its significance for pattern recognition see [DH73].
We assume that D is fixed but unknown and that all
predictions are based on sample observations according to
D only. We want to find a prediction mechanism which
brings us with high probability arbitrarily close to the
optimal Bayes decision (probably almost Bayes decisions).
Moreover, we look at this problem as parametrized by a
‘‘complexity’’ parameter n, i.e., X=Xn and D=Dn (e.g.,
n the number of Boolean variables).
From the point of view of learning theory the sample size
sufficient for learning is of prime importance. We study this
quatity as a function of n. This project is certainly over-
ambitious if we do not put any restriction on the class of
distributions in consideration. It becomes however
manageable if the following conditions hold:
1. The target distribution has a fixed parametrical form
with a ‘‘sufficiently small’’ set of unknown parameters.
2. The empirical estimates for unknown parameters
have a ‘‘sufficiently high’’ rate of convergence.
3. The effect of inaccurate parameter estimates on the
resulting prediction error can be ‘‘reasonably’’ bounded.
Let D[ v | y] denote the conditional distribution on X
given y. In Sections 3 and 4 we consider the following cases:
1. Chow-expansion. X is the Boolean space [0, 1]n and,
for every y # Y, D[ v | y] has the k-Markov property; that is,
the distribution of any component given the past (i.e.,
the preceding components) depends only on the last k
components. The sample size, for constant k, is
O \ n=2 } ln
n
$+ .
2. BahadurLazarsfeld-expansion. X is the Boolean
space [0, 1]n and, for every y # Y, D[ v | y] is k-correlated,
that is, all correlations of order higher than k (involving
more than k components) are zero. In this case the sample
size is
O \n
2k+2
=2
} ln
n
$+ .
Section 5 relates our results to pac-learning of probabi-
listic concepts and mentions some open problems.
2. PROBABLY ALMOST BAYES DECISIONS
Let [X, A, *] be a measure space with _-algebra A and
measure *. In our application either |X |<, A=2X and
*(x)=1 for all x (finite case) or X=Rn, A is the _-algebra
of all Borel sets, and * is the Lebesgue measure (continuous
case).
Let Y=[|0, |1] and let D be a classification problem for
X, Y; i.e., for any A # A, i=0, 1, the probability that x # A
and y=|i is given by
F i[A] :=D[A_[|i]].
We assume that F 0, F 1 are *-continuous. It follows that
there are (almost everywhere unique) density functions f i
such that
F i[A]=|
x # A
f i (x) d*.
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A decision is any measurable function C : X  [0, 1] and its
prediction error is defined by
error(C ) :=D[[(x, |i) | i{C(x)]]=|
x # X
f 1&C(x)(x) d*.
The minimal error denoted by opt, is delivered by the Bayes
decision
B(x) :={0,1,
if f 0(x)f 1(x),
otherwise.
(1)
D[|i | x]=f i (x)( f 0(x)+f 1(x)) is called the a-posteriori
probability of |i given x. The definition (1) is equivalent to
the usual one:
B(x) :={0,1,
if D[|0 | x]D[|1 | x]
otherwise.
It follows that
opt=error(B)=|
x # X
min[ f 0(x), f 1(x)] d*.
Let f 0, f 1 be (measurable) approximations to f 0, f 1, respec-
tively. It is a straightforward idea to approximate the Bayes
decision by
B (x) :={0,1,
if f 0(x)f 1(x),
otherwise
.
The norm of a measurable function f : X  R is given by
& f &=X | f (x)| d*. For i=0, 1 let pi=D[X_[|i]] denote
the a-priori probability of |i and D[x | |i]=f i (x)pi the
conditional density functions of |i. In practice, approxima-
tions for pi and D[x | |i] are often derived from empirical
sample observations. All subsequent considerations of
this section are based on the following lemma of Duin
[Dui76],1 which relates the prediction error to the error of
these estimates.
Lemma 1. Let f 0, f 1: X  R be measurable. Then
error(B )opt+ :
i # [0, 1]
| p~ i&pi|
+ :
i # [0, 1]
p~ i } &D [ v | |i]&D[ v | |i]&.
Proof.
error(B )&opt=|
B(x){B (x)
| f 1(x)&f 0(x)| d*
|
B(x){B (x)
:
i # [0, 1]
| f i (x)&f i (x)| d*
=|
B(x){B (x)
:
i # [0, 1]
| p~ i } D [x | |i]
&pi } D[x | |i]| d*
|
B(x){B (x)
:
i # [0, 1]
( | p~ i } D [x | |i]
&p~ i } D[x | |i]|
+| p~ i } D[x | |i]&pi } D[x | |i]| ) d*
= :
i # [0, 1]
p~ i |
B(x){B (x)
|D [x | |i]
&D[x | |i]| d*
+ :
i # [0, 1]
| p~ i&pi| |
B(x){B (x)
D[x | |i] d*.
The first equality is valid because | f 1(x)&f 0(x)| denotes
the extra error in the case that B (x){B(x). The first
inequality is valid because B (x){B(x) implies that
| f 1(x)&f 0(x)|| f 0(x)&f 0(x)|+ | f 1(x)&f 1(x)|. K
Remember that we have parametrized classification
problems by n, i.e., X=Xn , A=An , and *=*n , and the
above considerations are valid for all n. Let Dn be a class of
classification problems for (Xn , An , *n) and Y=[|0, |1].
Let D=n # N Dn . Then Dc=n # N Dcn denotes the corre-
sponding class of conditional density functions, where
Dcn=[D[ v | |
i] | i # [0, 1]n, D # Dn].
Definition 2. We call D probably almost Bayes
decidable ( pab-decidable) if there exists an algorithm A and
polynomials S, T such that for all =, $ # (0, 1), n # N, D # Dn :
If the input of A is a sample of size m=S(1=, 1$, n),
drawn according to D, then A computes in time
T(1=, 1$, n) with confidence at least 1&$ (with respect to
the product measure Dm) a decision function B such that
error(B )opt+=.
A sufficient condition for pab-decidability is conveniently
formulated in terms of the conditional distributions.
Definition 3. LetDc=n # N Dcn bea classofprobability
measures on X given by density functions with respect to
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*=*n . Dc is called probably almost correct estimable
( pac-estimable) if there exist an algorithm A and polyno-
mials S, T such that for all =, $ # (0, 1), n # N, P # Dcn :
If the input of A is a sample of size m=S(1=, 1$, n),
drawn according to P, then A outputs in time T(1=, 1$, n)
with confidence at least 1&$ (with respect to the product
measure Pm) (the representation of) a measurable estima-
tion P such that
&P&P &=.
We are now ready to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 4. If Dc is pac-estimable with sample size
S(1=, 1$, n) then D is pab-decidable with sample size
m=m(=, $, n)=max { 8=2 } ln 8$ , 2 } S \2= , 4$ , n+=| .
Proof. We prove that our algorithm computes pab-
decisions within the given time and sample size bounds.
To this end, we analyze the extra error of the decision func-
tion which is computed by the algorithm. There are two
possible sources for extra error: Inaccuracies in the
estimates of the a priori probabilities of states and
inaccuracies in the estimates of the parameters of the condi-
tional distributions.
Since the event ‘‘the state in a training example is |i’’ is a
Bernoulli variable with expectation pi and since the training
examples are drawn independently, we can use the Hoeffding
inequality (see Appendix) to prove that for a sample of size
at least W (8=2) } ln (8$)X the following holds:
PrDm { maxi # [0, 1] | pi&p~ i |>
=
4=
$
2
. (2)
The training sample of size m can be split into two sub-
samples containing the examples with states |0, |1,
respectively. Let mi , i=0, 1, denote the corresponding
sample sizes. Let k be the exponent of (1=) in S(1=, 1$, n).
The sample size m implies mip~ i } 2 } S(2=, 4$, n)=
S(2(2p~ i)1k=, 4$, n). By the assumption of pac-estimability,
it follows that for all i # [0, 1]:
PrDm {&D[ v | |i]&D [ v | |i]&> =2 } (2 } p~ i)1k=
$
4
. (3)
All uncertainties of the algorithm sum up to at most
($2)+2 } ($4)=$. In the following we assume that all
estimations are reliable. We still have to prove that in this
case the extra risk is bounded by =. If we plug (2) and (3)
into Lemma 1, we get
error(B )&opt :
i # [0, 1]
=
4
+ :
i # [0, 1]
p~ i }
=
2 } (2 } p~ i)1k
=2 }
=
4
+
=
2
} \12+
1k
:
i # [0, 1]
( p~ i)(k&1)k

=
2
+
=
2
} \12+
1k
} 21k==,
where the last inequality follows from the Ho lder inequality
(see Appendix). K
The next two chapters contain applications of the
previous theorem.
3. k TH ORDER CHOW EXPANSION
Every probability distribution P on [0, 1]n admits an
expansion as
P(x)=P(x1) } P(x2 | x1) } } } P(xn | xn&1 , ..., x1).
The class of distributions for which the dependencies occur
to depth at most k, that is,
\i: P(xi | xi&1 , ..., x1)=P(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k),
is denoted by Ch(n, k), the Chow expansions of order k.
Every P # Ch(n, k) is of the following form:
P(x1 , ..., xn)=P(x1 , ..., xk) } P(xk+1 | xk , ..., x1)
} } } P(xn | xn&1 , ..., xn&k). (4)
Every P # Ch(n, k) is defined by parameters P(x1 , ..., xk)
(marginal probabilities, 2k ones) and P(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k),
i=k+1, ..., n (conditional probabilities, (n&k) } 2k+1
ones). Respectively, for a sample drawn independently
according to P, P (x1 , ..., xk) denotes the empirical marginal
distribution and P (xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k) the value P (xi , ...,
xi&k)P (xi&1 , ..., xi&k), P denoting correspondent empiri-
cal marginal distributions.
Let !=(!1 , !2) # [0, 1]2 be a random vector. Draw m
independent realizations of ! and denote m1 the number of
realizations with !1=1, m11 the number of realizations with
!1=!2=1, p1=Pr[!1=1], p~ 1=m1 m, p11=Pr[!2=
1 | !1=1], p~ 11=m11m1 .
Lemma 5. (1) Given m1 , the random variable m11 is
distributed as a sum of m1 independent Bernoulli variables
with probability of success equal to Pr[!2=1 | !1=1].
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(2) Pr {( p~ 1&p1)
2
p1
>==2 } exp \&m } =3 + , (5)
Pr {p~ 1 } ( p~ 11&p11)
2
p11
>==2 } exp \&m } =3 + . (6)
Proof. The first statement is intuitively obvious. To
prove it formally, define a random Boolean vector a # [0, 1]
by
ai={1,0,
if !(i)=(1, 1)
otherwise,
i=1, ..., m, and compute Pr[a | !1(i), i=1, ..., m].
For the second statement, we prove inequality (6) only
(inequality (5) is even simpler):
Pr {p~ 1 } ( p11&p~ 11)
2
p11
>===Pr {( p11&p~ 11)
2
p211
>
=
p~ 1 } p11=
=Pr { | p11&p~ 11 |p11 >
=
p~ 1 } p11=
2 } exp \&m1 } p11 } =3 } p~ 1 } p11+
2 } exp \&m } =3 + .
The last two inequalities follow from Chernov bounds and
the fact that p~ 1=m1 m, respectively. K
By Sanov’s theorem [San57], see also [Csi84, CCC87],
it is compelling to estimate the approximation with respect
to the KullbackLeibler divergence dKL which is defined as
follows. For distributions P1 , P2 on [0, 1]n:
dKL(P1 , P2)= :
x # [0, 1]n
P1(x) } ln \P1(x)P2(x)+ . (7)
In order to apply Theorem 4 we have to bound &P1&P2&,
which is related to the KullbackLeibler divergence in the
following way:
&P1&P2 &- 2 } dKL(P1 , P2).
The KullbackLeibler divergence of two Chow-expansions
can be bounded as follows.
Lemma 6. Let P1 , P2 # Ch(n, k). Then
kKL(P1 , P2)= :
(x 1 , ..., x k) # [0, 1] k
P1(x1 , ..., xk)
} ln \P1(x1 , ..., xk)P2(x1 , ..., xk)+
+ :
n
i=k+1
:
(xi&k , ..., xi&1) # [0, 1] k
P1(xi&k , ..., xi&1)
} :
xi # [0, 1]
P1(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)
} ln \P1(xi | xi&1, ..., xi&k)P2(xi | xi&1, ..., xi&k)+ .
Proof.
dKL(P1 , P2)
= :
x # [0, 1] n
P1(x) } ln \P1(x)P2(x)+
= :
x # [0, 1] n
P1(x)
} ln \P1(x1 , ..., xk) } >
n
i=k+1 P1(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)
P2(x1 , ..., xk) } >ni=k+1 P2(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)+
= :
x # [0, 1] n
P1(x) \ln \P1(x1 , ..., xk)P2(x1 , ..., xk)+
+ :
n
i=k+1
ln \P1(xi | xi&1, ..., xi&k)P2(xi | xi&1, ..., xi&k)++
= :
(x 1, ..., x k) # [0, 1]k
P1(x1 , ..., xk) } ln \P1(x1 , ..., xk)P2(x1 , ..., xk)+
+ :
n
i=k+1
:
(x i&k, ..., x i) # [0, 1] k+1
P1(xi&k , ..., xi)
} ln \P1(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)P2(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)+
= :
(x 1, ..., x k) # [0, 1]k
P1(x1 , ..., xk) } ln \P1(x1 , ..., xk)P2(x1 , ..., xk)+
+ :
n
i=k+1
:
(xi&k, ..., x i&1) # [0, 1]k
P1(xi&k , ..., xi&1)
} :
x i # [0, 1]
P1(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)
} ln \P1(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)P2(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)+ . K
For the next theorem we need the following technical
lemma.
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Lemma 7. Let p1 , ..., pl # [0, 1] and q1 , ..., ql # [0, 1],
such that li=1 pi=
l
i=1 qi=1. Then
:
l
i=1
pi } ln \piqi+ :
l
i=1
( pi&qi)2
qi
,
where both sides are infinite if there is an i with qi=0.
Proof. Using the fact that ln(1=x)x, for all x&1,
we have
:
l
i=1
pi } ln \piqi+= :
l
i=1
pi } ln \1+pi&qiqi +
 :
l
i=1
pi }
pi&qi
qi
= :
l
i=1
(( pi&qi)+qi) }
pi&qi
qi
= :
l
i=1
( pi&qi)2
qi
+ :
l
i=1
( pi&qi)
= :
l
i=1
( pi&qi)2
qi
. K
Theorem 8. The class of k th order Chow expansions is
pac-estimable with sample size
m=
24 } 2k } n
=2
} ln
4 } 2k } n
$
=O \ n=2 } ln \
n
$++ ,
for constant k.
Proof. By Lemma 6 we have
Pr [dKL(P , P)>=]
=Pr { :
(x 1, ..., xk) # [0, 1] k
P (x1 , ..., xk)
} ln \P (x1 , ..., xk)P(x1 , ..., xk)+
+ :
n
i=k+1
:
(xi&k, ..., xi&1) # [0, 1] k
P (xi&k , ..., xi&1)
} :
x i # [0, 1]
P (xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)
} ln \P (xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)P(xi | xi&1, ..., xi&k)+>==
Pr { :
(x 1, ..., x k) # [0, 1] k
P (x1 , ..., xk)
} ln \P (x1 , ..., xk)P(x1 , ..., xk)+
=
2=
+Pr { :
n
i=k+1
:
(x i&k, ..., x i&1) # [0, 1] k
P (xi&k , ..., xi&1)
} :
x i # [0, 1]
P (xi | xi&k , ..., xi&1)
} ln \P (xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)P(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)+
=
2=
Pr { :(x 1, ..., x k) # [0, 1] k
(P (x1 , ..., xk)&P(x1 , ..., xk))2
P(x1 , ..., xk)

=
2=
(8)
+Pr { :
n
i=k+1
:
(x i&k, ..., x i&1) # [0, 1] k
P (xi&k , ..., xi&1)
} :
xi # [0, 1]
(P (xi | xi&1, ..., xi&k)&P(xi | xi&1, ..., xi&k))2
P(xi | xi&1, ..., xi&k)
>
=
2=
Pr {_(x1 , ..., xk) # [0, 1]k :
(P (x1 , ..., xk)&P(x1 , ..., xk))2
P(x1 , ..., xk)

=
2k+1=
+Pr {_i # [k+1, ..., n]: _(xi&k , ..., xi) # [0, 1]k+1:
P (xi&k , ..., xi&1)
}
(P (xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)&P(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k))2
P(xi | xi&1 , ..., xi&k)
>
=
(n&k) } 2k+2=
2 } 2k } exp \& m } =3 } 2k+1++2 } (n&k) } 2k+1
} exp \& m } =3 } (n&k) } 2k+2+ (9)
2k+1(1+2(n&k)) } exp \& m } =3 } (n&k) } 2k+2+ .
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The inequality (8) follows from Lemma 7 and the inequality
(9) follows from Lemma 5. To apply Lemma 5, we define for
fixed i and xi , ..., xi&k a random ! # [0, 1]2 as follows:
!1=1, if and only if the coordinates with numbers
i&k, ..., i&1 take the values xi , ..., xi&k ; !2=1, if and only
if the i th coordinate takes the value xi .
Since & f&g&- 2 } dKL( f, g) we have
Pr [&P &P&>=]4 } 2k } n } exp \& m } =
2
24 } 2k } n+ .
For m(24 } 2k } n=2) } ln (4 } 2k } n$), the right-hand side is
bounded by $. K
Remark 9. In [LeC73] LeCam indicates that, for a
distribution depending on M parameters, the number of
examples necessary for estimating the distribution with
accuracy = is of the order M=2. Our upper bound matches
this lower bound up to logarithmic factors. Also, our
algorithms are efficient, as they can be implemented to run
in time O(m log m) (m the sample size).
Theorem 4 yields the following result for pab-decidability:
Corollary 10. If Dc is the class of k th order Chow
expansions then D is pac-decidable with sample size
m=O \ n=2 } ln
n
$+ .
4. k TH ORDER BAHADURLAZARSFELD EXPANSION
Definition 11. The class of k th order Bahadur
Lazarsfeld expansions BL(n, k), i.e., the class of distributions
on [0, 1]n in which at most k Boolean features are correlated,
is defined by the formula [DH73]
p(k)(x)=P(x) } \1+ :
2|I |k
\I } yI (x)+ ,
where P is the distribution of n independent Boolean features,
yI are normalized variables, and \I are correlation coef-
ficients. These are given by
P(x)= `
1in
Pi (x),
Pi (x)=px ii (1&pi)
1&x i, pi=EP (k)[xi],
yI (x)=`
i # I
yi (x), yi (x)=
xi&pi
- pi (1&pi)
,
\I=EP (k)[ yI (x)].
For our purposes a different representation of BL(n, k) is
more suitable.
Lemma 12. The formula for BL(n, k) can be restructured
as
P(k)(x)=P(x)+ :
2|I |k
{I } _I (x) } PI (x), (10)
where I =[1, ..., n]"I and PJ , _I , {I are given by
PJ (x)= `
j # J
Pj (x), for all J[1, ..., n],
_I (x)=`
i # I
_i (x), _i (x)={&11
if xi=0
if xi=1
,
{I=EP (k) {`i # I (xi&pi)=.
Proof. Let zI(x)=>i # I zi(x), zi (x)=xi&pi( pi(1&pi)).
Obviously \I } yI={I } zI , zI=_I } P&1I , and P } P
&1
I =PI .
Therefore:
P(k)(x)=P(x) \1+ :
2|I |k
{I } _I (x) } P&1I (x)+
=P(x)+ :
2|I |k
{I } _I (x) } PI (x). K
Any distribution from BL(n, k) can be obtained by a
suitable choice of the parameters in (10). These (unknown
but estimable) parameters are
pi=EP (k)[xi], {I=EP (k) {`i # I (xi&pi)= .
For the sake of convenience, let 3 be the vector of all
parameters 3I , I[1, ..., n], |I |k, where
1 if I=<
3I={pi if I=[i]{I if 2|I |k.
Note that |3I |1. The parametrical form of Pk) is then
written as
P(k)(3, x)=P(3, x)+ :
2|I |k
3I } _I (x) } PI (3, x). (11)
Often only estimates 3 I=3I+hI for the parameters are
known. They lead to an estimate P(k)(3+h, x) for the
distribution P(k), where h is the vector of parameter estima-
tion errors.
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Our aim is to show that a good estimate of P(k)(3, x) can
be obtained from sufficiently good estimates of the
parameter values; i.e., small local errors hI of the parameter
estimates lead to a small accumulated error
:
x
|P(k)(3+h, x)&P(k)(3, x)|
for P(k).
We now show low local errors and the accumulated error
are related. Later we will use standard methods for bounding
the local errors.
Definition 13. Let 2=(2p , 2{) # (0, 12)2. The local
errors are called 2-bounded if hI2{ , for all |I |2, and
h[i]2p , for all i # [1, ..., n].
Lemma 14. Let 2=(2p , 2{). If the local errors are
2-bounded, then the accumulated error is bounded by
2n(2 } n } ek)k 2p+(2 } n } ek)k 2{ .
Proof. Let us introduce an abbreviation for the terms of
the sum in formula (11):
SI (3, x)=3I } _I (x) } PI (3, x).
Since S<(3, x)=P(3, x):
P(k)(3, x)=:
I
SI (3, x), I=< or 2|I |k.
The vector h=3 &3 of parameter estimation errors may
be written as
h=:
J
h J , 1|J |k,
where vector h J coincides with h on component hJ , but is
zero elsewhere.
Claim. Let 2I, J=x |SI (3+h J , x)&SI (3, x)|. Then
2|I | } |hJ | if |J |2 and I=J
2I, J{2|I |+1 } |h[ j] | if J=[ j] and j  I0 otherwise.
Proof of the Claim.
Case 1. |J |2 and I=J. Then
2I, J=|hJ | } :
x
PI (3, x)=2|I | } |hJ |.
Case 2. J=[ j] and j  I. Since Pj is the only factor
which is different in SI (3+h [ j] , x) and SI (3, x), and
I "[ j]=I _ [ j]:
2I, J=:
x
|3I } _I (x) } PI (3+h [ j] , x)
&3I } _I (x) } PI (3, x)|
=|3I | :
x
|_I (x)| } |PI (3+h [ j] , x)&PI (3, x)|
:
x
|PI _ [ j](3+h [ j] , x) } Pj (3+h [ j] , x)
&PI _ [ j](3, x) } Pj (3, x)|
=:
x
(PI _ [ j](3, x) |Pj (3+h [ j] , x)&Pj (3, x)| )
=|h[ j] | } :
x
PI _ [ j](3, x)=2|I |+1 } |h[ j] |.
In the remaining cases 2I, J=0 because h J is zero on all
components which are involved into SI . This proves the
claim. K
The general case where h contains more than one nonzero
component follows from the observation that the local
errors can be treated one after the other. For instance, for
two nonzero entries h1 and h2 ,
&SI (3+h, x)&SI (3, x)&&SI (3+h1+h2 , x)
&SI (3+h1 , x)&
+&SI (3+h1 , x)&SI (3, x)&
The assertion of the lemma is now obtained (remember
that I=< or 2|I |k)
:
x
|P(k)(3+h, x)&P(k)(%, x)|
\:I :j  I 2
|I |+1 } 2p ++\ :
|I |2
:
J=I
S |I | } 2{+
=\2n+2 :2ik \
n
i + (n&i) 2i+ 2p+\ :2ik\
n
i+ 2i+ 2{
=\1+ :
2ik \
n&1
i + 2i+ 2n2p+\ :2ik \
n
i+ 2i+ 2{
(2 } n } ek)k 2n2p+(2 } n } ek)k 2{ ,
where the last inequality follows from the inequality
di=0 (
m
i )<(e } md )
d in [BEHW89]. K
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Let = be the desired bound on the accumulated error, $
given confidence parameter.
Corollary 15. If
2{=
=
2(2 } n } ek)k
, 2p=
2{
2n
,
then 2-bounded local errors lead to =-bounded accumulated
errors.
Theorem 16. With a probability of at least 1&$, an
estimation for P(k) with an accumulated error of at most = is
obtained from a sample of size
m=2(2 } n } ek)
2k
=2
} max {4n2 } ln 4n$ , 9 } ln
4nk
$ =|
=O \n
2k+2
=2
} ln
n
$+ .
Proof. Let 2{ and 2p be as in Corollary 9. We distribute
$ among the 3I-parameters in the following way:
$p=
$
2n
, ${=
$
2 2ik (
n
i )
.
If the inconfidence of estimating each parameter p~ j or {~ J is
$p or ${ , respectively, then all inconfidences sum up to $. Let
m be the size of the sample S and
p~ j=
1
m
:
x # S
xj , {^J=
1
m
:
x # S \`j # J (xj&pj)+
the estimations of the parameters pj and {J . According to
the Hoeffding inequality (see [Hoe63]), condition | p~ j&pj |
2p is achieved with confidence at least 1&$p if
m
ln(2$p)
222p
(12)
and condition |{^J&{J | 132{ with probability at least
1&${ if
m
9 } ln(2${)
222{
. (13)
But {^J , with the unknown probabilities pj , can be approx-
imated by
{~ J=
1
m
:
x # S \ `j # J (xj&p~ j)+ .
Provided that | p~ j&pj |2p , one has
|{~ J& {^J |=
1
m
:
x # S } `j # J (xj&p~ j)& `j # J (xj&pj) }
=
1
m
:
x # S } `j # J ((xj&pj)&( p~ j&pj))& `j # J (xj&pj) }
=
1
m
:
x # S } :< % IJ (&1)
|I | `
i # I
( p~ i&pi) `
j # J"I
(xj&pj) }
 :
< % IJ \`i # I | p~ i&pi |+ :1ik \
k
i + 2ip
 :
1ik
(k2p) ik } 2p :
0ik&1
(k2p) i
k } 2p }
1
1&k2p
.
Since 2p=2{2n and 2{ 12, the last expression is bounded
by
2{
2
}
1
1&2{2

2{
2
}
4
3

2
3
2{ .
Thus | p~ j&pj |2p and |{^J&{J | 13 2{ imply |{~ J&{J |2{ .
The following choice of m satisfies both constraints (12) and
(13):
m= 1222{ } max {4n2 } ln
4n
$
, 9 } ln
4nk
$ =| . K
This completes the proof of Theorem 16. The results are
stated as follows:
Theorem 17. The class of k th order BahadurLazarsfeld
expansions is pac-estimable with sample size
m=O \n
2k+2
=2
} ln
n
$+ .
Corollary 18. If Dc is the class of k th order Bahadur
Lazarsfeld expansions then D is pab-decidable with sample
size
m=O \n
2k+2
=2
} ln
n
$+ .
Remark 19. As for the Chow expansion, our upper
bound matches the lower bound up to logarithmic factors.
Again, the algorithm can be implemented to run in time
O(m log m) (m the sample size).
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this paper we have developed a framework which links
classification problems to statistical parameter estimations.
We applied this framework to classification problems with
two states and Boolean features. All our results are easily
generalized to the case of a constant number of states,
whereby the order of the sample size remains the same.
The papers of Haussler [Hau92] and Kearns and
Schapire [KS90] contain quite general results concerning
learning of probabilistic concepts. In their terminology, the
a posteriori probability c(x)=D[|1 | x] appears as the
probabilistic target concept whose decision rule must be
learned. They describe several sufficient conditions for
achieving this. It is, however, not clear whether one of these
conditions can efficiently be used in our particular application
(some conditions lead to NP-hard minimization problems).
We believe that our methods are general enough to allow
generalizations in two directions: more complex distribu-
tions on Boolean or Euclidean feature spaces. Results for
the Euclidean case, concerning normally distributed
features, may be found in [AP92]. It would be interesting to
prove lower bounds on the sample size needed for pab-
decision algorithms and to compare these with the upper
bounds obtained by our algorithms. A first lower bound can
be found in [Po l93].
6. APPENDIX
6.1. Hoeffding and Chernov Bounds
Let X be a random variable with range [0,1]. Let
+ :=E[X] and let Xm be the mean of m independent realiza-
tions of X. Let c # (0, 1).
The Chernov bound (multiplicative estimation) is
Pr[Xm+(1+c)]exp \&m } c
2 } +
3 +
Pr [Xm+(1&c)]exp \&m } c
2 } +
2 + .
These two bounds can be combined to give
Pr {}Xm&++ }>c=2 } exp \&
m } c2 } +
3 + .
The Hoeffding bound (additive estimation) is
Pr[ |Xm&+|c]2 } exp(&2 } m } c2).
6.2. The Ho lder Inequality
Let aj , bj0, j=1, ..., n, p>1, and 1p+1q=1. Then
:
1jn
aj bj\ :
1jn
a pj +
1p
\ :
1jn
bqj +
1q
.
In the special case p=k(k&1), aj=c1pj , bj=1, j=1, ..., n,
we have
:
1jn
c (k&1)kj n
1k } \ :
1jn
cj +
(k&1)k
.
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